
These activities will help you learn and practice these things from the story:

1. Comparatives ( as ____ as ____ )

2. Fruit: apples, bananas, pears, oranges

3. Time words: 8am, 1pm, morning, night

Learning objectives
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Middle school (ages 11 - 13)

Directions
Print this packet out after you read Blanche-Neige at TheFableCottage.com.

TheFableCottage.com after-reading activities

blanche
neige
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DIRECTIONS: The queen has decided to take her fruit business to the next level and
open a Smoothie Café.

1. First see how many fruit words you can remember from the story ‘Blanche-
Neige’. Fill in the English word and the translation in the chart below. If you
need help, read the story again.

2. Now think about what other kinds of fruits (or other ingredients) would make a
delicious smoothie. Look up their translations and add them to the chart.

English French

apples

bananas

pears

oranges

The Queen’s smoothie café
AFTER-READING ACTIVITY
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Help the queen design a smoothie menu, written in French. The new Smoothie Café
needs three smoothies. Give each smoothie a fun name and write the ingredient list
for each smoothie in French.
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The dwarfs’ chore chart
AFTER-READING ACTIVITY

DIRECTIONS: The dwarfs aren’t very good at remembering when to do their chores.
Help Blanche-Neige fill in the last row of their chore chart in French. Translate these
time words that you heard in Blanche-Neige at TheFableCottage.com. Then fill in the
final column of the chore chart using your new time vocabulary.

8am

morning

1pm

night

Chore When should this be done?

Make breakfast

Make your beds

Put breakfast dishes
in the dishwasher

Wipe the lunch table

Build a fire to
cook dinner

Pick a bedtime story
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Comparing the characters
AFTER-READING ACTIVITY

DIRECTIONS: In the story Blanche-Neige at TheFableCottage.com, you heard
Blanche-Neige compared to a lot of things. Find these phrases from the story and
write their translations.

Now that you know how to make comparisons, write two descriptions of the prince’s
dog using comparisons in French. (You might have to look up some new words.)

Hair as black as night

Lips as red as roses

Skin as white as snow

1.

2.


